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By M.G. Vassanji

Penguin Books India/Viking, 2009. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. In a stunning assemblage of
words and images, acclaimed novelist M.G. Vassanji turns his eye to India, the homeland of his
ancestors. M.G. Vassanji?s grandparents left India to settle in Africa. An African by birth, Vassanji?s
relationship with India in childhood was complex and contradictory, fed by legends and stories.
Now, in this powerfully moving tale of personal discovery, he explores his connection to the land
that for so long was a place only of the imagination for him. Part travelogue and description, part
history and meditation, and above all a quest for a lost homeland, A Place Within begins with diary
entries from Vassanji?s very first wide-eyed trip to India in 1993, then moves on to accounts from
his subsequent and obsessive visits. An intimate chronicle filled with fantastic stories and
unforgettable characters, A Place Within is rich with images of bustling city streets and contrasting
Indian landscapes, from the southern tip of India to the Himalayan foothills, from the Bay of Bengal
to the Arabian Sea. Here, too, are the amazing histories of Delhi, Shimla, Gujarat and Kerala, and of
Vassanji?s own family, members of the Khoja sect that draws...
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ReviewsReviews

A really great publication with perfect and lucid explanations. Of course, it is play, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I discovered this book
from my i and dad suggested this publication to find out.
-- Dr. Augustine Borer-- Dr. Augustine Borer

Very beneficial for all type of individuals. I have got study and so i am certain that i am going to going to read through once again once again later on. I am
just happy to let you know that this is basically the greatest publication i have study during my own daily life and could be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Prof. Nelson Farrell MD-- Prof. Nelson Farrell MD
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